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Chaotic properties of a new family, ellipse hyperbola billiards ~EHB!, of lemon-shaped two-dimensional
billiards, interpolating between the square and the circle, whose boundaries consist of hyperbolic, parabolic, or
elliptical segments, depending on the shape parameter d , are investigated classically and quantally. Classical
chaotic fraction is calculated and compared with the quantal level density fluctuation measures obtained by
fitting the calculated level spacing sequences with the Brody, Berry-Robnik, and Berry-Robnik-Brody distri-
butions. Stability of selected classical orbits is investigated, and for some special hyperbolic points in the
Poincare´ sections, the ‘‘blinking island’’ phenomenon is observed. Results for the EHB billiards are compared
with the properties of the family of generalized power-law lemon-shaped billiards.
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Among various systems exhibiting chaotic behavior, the
two-dimensional planar billiards occupy a special place.
They provided examples of chaotic behavior in the low-
dimensional classical Hamiltonian systems @1–3#. They also
played a crucial role in extending the subject of chaos to
quantum mechanics @4–6#. In the great majority of billiards
investigated in the literature, the boundaries consist of circu-
lar arcs @1,7–10#, or are obtained by a conformation of the
circle @11–15#. Recent works examine the effects of singular
points in the boundary @10#, the exotic boundary shapes @16–
18#, the three-dimensional billiards @19#, and the comparison
between the quantal, classical, and semiclassical solutions of
the billiard problem @20–26#.
A large amount of theoretical results on closed billiards is
devoted to the understanding of orbits and their stability. The
particle moves within the boundary and exhibits specular
reflections on the billiard wall, with no additional forces
present. The only integrable billiard of this type is the full
ellipse, including the circle @1#. At the other extreme are
billiards that exhibit fully chaotic ~ergodic! behavior, repre-
sented by the Bunimovich ~stadium! billiard @2#, the Sinai
billiard @3#, and, according to the numerical evidence, the
Robnik billiard @12# for some specific parameter choices. Be-
tween these two extremes, depending on the billiard shape
and on the initial conditions, the behavior can be regular,
quasiregular @in the sense of the ~KAM! theorem# or chaotic.
Some results on the pseudointegrable ~triangular, quadrangu-
lar, polygonal! and integrable billiards are reported in Refs.
@27–31#. Planar billiards containing a particle in the mag-
netic field, or equivalently, the free particle motion in a ro-
tating billiard, have been analyzed in @32–36#.
Other types of billiards have attracted attention in recent
years. These are the open billiards in the vertical plane,
where the particle submitted to the constant gravitational
field bounces elastically off the billiard walls. The best-
known billiard of this type is the wedge billiard @37–40#,
which revealed complicated variations of dynamics, known
as the ‘‘breathing chaos,’’ when the wedge angle is varied1063-651X/2001/64~1!/016214~8!/$20.00 64 0162@41#. More recently, other gravitational billiards with differ-
ent wall shapes have been reported @42,43#. The gravitational
billiard with the parabolic well @42# is fully integrable, and
this is the only known example of an integrable billiard be-
sides the closed elliptical billiard. The most conspicuous
property of the wedge billiard is the existence, in the phase
plane, of singular regions, which cannot be described by the
KAM theorem. Similar singularities occur also in other low-
dimensional dynamical systems @44#. Generally, the extent of
chaos and the character and stability of classical orbits in
billiards are determined by the analytic form of the boundary
segments, the continuity or discontinuity of the first and
higher derivatives at the points where the segments meet,
and the existence and the rationality of the angles in the
boundary. Important effects appear when the concave bound-
ary segments are introduced @7#. The focusing properties
were discussed in Ref. @45#.
Far from being of exclusively theoretical interest, billiards
have also been the subject of extensive experimental re-
search. Due to the equivalence of the free particle dynamics
and the ray limit of the wave motion, the experiments were
realized with the flat microwave and ultrasound cavities,
with the light resonators and quantum dots @18,46–51#. An
exemplary application of the billiard theory leading to the
major technological advance is described in Ref. @51#,
whereby switching from the ‘‘whispering-gallery’’ orbit in
the circular laser resonator to the bow-tie type of orbit in the
oval-shaped resonator, the power output of the semiconduc-
tor microlaser was enhanced by three orders of magnitude.
II. THE LEMON-SHAPED BILLIARDS WITH
HYPERBOLIC AND ELLIPTICAL BOUNDARY ARCS
In this paper we investigate properties of a new family of
lemon-shaped billiards. Their boundaries depend on the
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perbola billiards ~EHB!, contain convex hyperbolic, ellipti-
cal, or parabolic arc segments, and can be considered as an-
other extension of the convex lemon-shaped parabolic
boundary
y56~12x2! ~2!
first introduced in Ref. @52#. Convex parabolic and hyper-
bolic arcs have not been previously reported for nongravita-
tional billiards. Except for the full elliptical billiard, which is
integrable, and the elongated half-ellipses @45#, there has
been also no explicit reference to the convex billiards con-
taining elliptical arcs.
The billiards ~1! are inscribed into the square of side two
and are shown in Fig. 1 for several values of the shape pa-
rameter d . For d51, the billiard is a tilted square of side A2.
For d5‘ it is the full circle, and in this limit the billiard is
integrable. Also, the square limit is integrable, but many of
its properties are still being investigated classically and
quantally. We concentrate our attention to the billiards ~1!
for 1,d,2, when the billiard arcs are hyperbolical, and for
2,d,‘ , when the arcs are elliptical. In the limit d52 the
billiard arcs have parabolic shape described by Eq. ~2!. Pre-
liminary calculations @53,54# have shown that the changes in
the billiard shape influence strongly the orbit structure and
the degree of chaos in the classical dynamics. These changes
are reflected in the corresponding Poincare´ diagrams, shown
in Fig. 2 for hyperbolic and parabolic shapes in the interval
1,d<2, and in Fig. 3, where Poincare´ diagrams are given
for 2,d,‘ , when the shape is elliptical. The angle A of the




The Poincare´ diagrams in Figs. 2 and 3 were obtained in the
following way. Instead of presenting the coordinate and the
parting velocity of the particle at the bouncing point, we plot
the coordinate x and the x-component vx5cos c of the ve-
locity at each point where the particle crosses the x axis ~Fig.
4!. The resulting plot is area conserving, while at the same
time, the numerical integrations, which would be necessary
for the length-of-arc Birkhoff coordinates, are avoided. The
most conspicuous feature of the obtained Poincare´ diagrams
is a number of elliptical invariant points, surrounded by qua-
siregular islands, whose area, shape, and boundary change
FIG. 1. The shape of the EHB billiard boundary ~full line! for
~a! d51.3, ~b! d52.0, ~c! d55.0, and ~d! d520.0. The shape of
the GPB billiard introduced in Ref. @52# is also shown ~dotted line!.01621with the variation of d . The largest of these islands reflect the
existence of characteristical stable low period closed orbits.
Strong dependence on d observed in the Poincare´ dia-
grams is due to fluctuations in the degree of chaos and can be
characterized as the ‘‘breathing chaos’’ @40#. This degree can
be expressed quantitatively, by computing the fraction qclass
of the phase plane that is filled with chaotically wandering
orbits. It has been stressed @55# that such measure depends
on the counting-box dimension and on the number of the
phase-space points included in the computation. In our inves-
tigation, we divide the phase plane section defined by 21
,x,1 and 21,vx,1 into N510 000 rectangular boxes,
and for each d take into account n5100 000 points of cross-
FIG. 2. Poincare´ sections for the hyperbolic EHB arc shapes ~a!
d51.005, ~b! d51.1, ~c! d51.38, ~d! d51.68, and ~e! d51.88,
and for the parabolic arcs ~f! d52.0.
FIG. 3. Poincare´ sections for the elliptical EHB arc shapes ~a!
d52.1, ~b! d55.6, ~c! d58.15, ~d! d512, ~e! d530, and ~f! d
51000.4-2
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results for qclass are close to the convergence limit. The re-
sulting qclass in dependence on d are shown in Fig. 5. Besides
the fluctuations that can be described as the ‘‘breathing
chaos,’’ one notices several values of d at which the chaotic
fraction has a local maximum. We point out the maxima near
d51.7, d52.1, d55.6, d58.1, d512, and d521, and as-
sume that they result from some bifurcation event at the cor-
responding shape. For example, the maximum at d58.15
occurs when the area of several elliptical islands ~corre-
sponding to triangular and quadrangular periodic orbits! is
rapidly shrinking to negligible proportions. However, be-
sides elliptical invariant points and their surrounding ellipti-
cal regions, the Poincare´ sections for some values of d con-
tain singular regions, characterized by hyperbolic points. The
interesting question is how these regions relate to the orbit
structure and stability, and whether such points can be re-
sponsible for the sudden increase in the calculated qclass at
some values of d .
In the next few sections, we explore the properties of
some billiard orbits, as follows. In Sec. III we investigate the
criteria of stability for some selected orbits. Special attention
is paid to two of the hyperbolic orbits and their Poincare´
diagrams. Section IV is devoted to the quantum solutions for
billiards ~1! and to the statistical analysis of the obtained
quantal spectra. In Sec. V the properties of the EHB billiard
~1! are compared with those of the family of the generalized
FIG. 4. Characteristic angles and orbit parameters for the par-
ticle motion in the lemon-shaped billiard.
FIG. 5. Classical chaotic fraction measure qclass for the EHB
billiard in dependence on d ~thick line!. The corresponding result
for the GPB billiard @52# is also shown ~dotted line!.01621power-law lemon-shaped billard family ~GPB! billiards, de-
scribed in Ref. @52#. Section VI contains final discussion and
conclusions.
III. ANALYSIS OF STABILITY OF ORBITS AND
SINGULAR REGIONS IN THE POINCARE´ DIAGRAMS
The stability of a periodic billiard orbit can be determined
by computing the deviation matrix Mn ,orb , whose trace is the
criterion for stability. The orbit is stable if uMn ,orbu,2, un-
stable for uMn ,orbu.2, and has neutral stability if uMn ,orbu
52. With this method, the stability of orbits has been ana-
lyzed for a number of billiard shapes @1,7#. The deviation
matrix for a periodic orbit of period n is
Mn ,orb5m0,n21mn21,n22m2,1m1,0 , ~4!
where mi ,k is the matrix with unit determinant given in the
Appendix. Here, we analyze the two-bounce orbits and the
rectangular four-bounce orbit, as well as the special continu-
ous family of trapezoidal orbits that occurs for d52. Further
details of the calculation of the deviation matrix are given in
the Appendix.
In the EHB lemon-shaped billiards there are two types of
two-bounce orbits: the vertical two-bounce orbit @Fig. 6~a!#
and the tilted one @Fig. 6~b!#. Vertical has both X- and
Y-reflection symmetry, as well as the central C symmetry.
The tilted orbit has only the C symmetry. The rectangular
orbit @Fig. 6~c!#, consisting of two horizontal and two verti-
cal segments, has X, Y, and C symmetry. In EHB billiards,
all of these orbits exist in the whole range 1,d<‘ .
The billiard arcs for d52 have parabolic shape. This bil-
liard has been discussed in Ref. @52#, as a special case of the
generalized power-law lemon-shaped billiard family ~GPB!.
The special focusing property of the parabolic boundary re-
sults in a family of trapezoidal orbits. One of them is shown
in Fig. 6~d!. In the Poincare´ sections, they are visible as two
straight lines between uxu50.25 and uxu51 at nx50 @Fig.
2~f!#.
In Table I, the intervals of d in which the orbits are stable,
unstable, and neutral, respectively, are given and the values
of the trace of the deviation matrix in dependence on d are
also shown in Fig. 7.
The typical feature of the Poincare´ sections for interme-
diate values of d are large regular regions surrounding ellip-
tical invariant points. However, at some values of the shape
parameter, conspicuous is the presence of singular regions
FIG. 6. Selected orbits for which the orbit stability is explored:
~a! vertical two-bounce orbit, ~b! tilted two-bounce orbit, ~c! rect-
angular orbit, and ~d! trapezoidal orbit typical for d52.4-3
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Poincare´ sections for d521.013 and d51.72 871.
The Poincare´ section for d521.013 is shown in Fig. 8.
Invariant points and large elliptical ~KAM! regions corre-
spond to the closed periodic orbits: two-bounce tilted orbit,
some polygonal orbits ~triangular, rectangular, pentagonal,
hexagonal, and octogonal!, and some special types of starlike
orbits of periods 8, 10, and 14. Now we pay attention to
the singular point situated at the position
P5(0.3 075 057,0.2 939 228). An enlarged part of the Poin-
care´ section around this point is shown in Fig. 9~a!. This is a
hyperbolic point and corresponds to the motion along a five-
legged star with Y symmetry, shown in Fig. 9~b!. This orbit
is highly unstable, as is confirmed by the calculation
of the trace of the deviation matrix, which gives TrM5
527.27 009.
An interesting feature is noticed in the Poincare´ diagram
for d521.013. The unstable hyperbolic point described
TABLE I. Existence and stability of orbits and the traces of the
corresponding deviation matrices. Symbol d[(v ,h) stands for the
direction, vertical, and horizontal, of the orbit segments, respec-
tively. Following identities are valid: t1d5A2rd /R21, t2d5
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FIG. 7. The dependence on d of the trace of the deviation matrix
for the vertical two-bounce orbit ~dotted thick line!, tilted two-
bounce orbit ~full thick line!, and for the rectangular orbit ~full thin
line!.01621above is surrounded by a region that has clearly the elliptical
shape, although it is filled with irregularly dispersed points
making part of the chaotic sea. Around a regular point one
would expect a resonant belt at the border of the elliptical
region. Detailed inspection of Fig. 8 shows that such reso-
nant structure can also surround a region in whose center is a
hyperbolic point. In the present case it reflects the motion of
the particle along a periodic star like orbit having Y symme-
try, of a very high period, shown in Fig. 9~c!. The corre-
sponding resonant belt consists of six islands, visible in Fig.
10~a!. One of the six islands is shown enlarged in Fig. 10~b!.
It is interesting to follow this orbit around the phase plane.
Its full complexity is reflected in the intricate pattern in
which the orbit reappears as a part of boundary layers @Fig.
10~c!#, not only of the hyperbolical point P5, but also of
several other fixed points of elliptical type.
FIG. 8. The Poincare´ section for d521.013. Invariant curves
and invariant elliptical regions denoted by letters correspond to the
following periodic orbits: ~a! tilted two bounce, ~b! triangular, ~c!
rectangular, ~d! 10-legged star, ~e! hexagonal, ~f! 14-legged star, ~g!
octogonal, ~h! pentagonal, and ~i! 8-legged star.
FIG. 9. ~a! Strongly magnified part of the Poincare´ section for
d521.013 containing the hyperbolic point. ~b! The five-legged star-
like orbit responsible for the hyperbolic point shown in ~a!. ~c!
Stable periodic orbit of a high period, responsible for the belt of
invariant islands surrounding the hyperbolic point shown in ~a!.4-4
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is illustrated in Fig. 11, where we show the enlarged portion
of the singular region in the Poincare´ plot for d521.013,
along with those for two neighboring values of the shape
parameter. One clearly observes the inversion of the small
regular triangular region revealing the existence of the
’blinking island’ phenomenon, analogous to the one de-
scribed for the standard map by Zaslavsky et al. @44#.
The other example of singularity is the periodic tilted
two-bounce orbit for d51.72 871. The corresponding Poin-
care´ diagram is shown in Fig. 12. The hyperbolic point ob-
served at P2(0,0.805 151) results from the periodic tilted
two-bounce orbit @Fig. 13~a!# and is surrounded by three is-
lands, arising from the N-shaped orbit of period 6 @Fig.
13~b!#. Each of these islands has a resonant boundary layer
due to the motion along the trajectory shown in Fig. 13~c!.
The singular point in Fig. 13 is immersed in the chaotic sea.
Also in this case, the ‘‘blinking island’’ phenomenon is
found ~Fig. 14!. Here, however, the bouncing point after
300 000 bounces still remains within the interval of the
length Dx53.531026. Therefore, this orbit can be practi-
cally considered stable, as is confirmed by the calculation of
the trace of the deviation matrix, which is TrM250.94 734.
IV. THE QUANTUM BILLIARD
The billiard ~1! can also be considered as a quantal sys-
tem. Here we present the results of the quantum-mechanical
calculations for the energy spectra. Computations of the en-
FIG. 10. ~a! The belt of invariant islands corresponding to the
orbit shown in Fig. 9~c!. ~b! The enlarged picture of the lowest
lying of the six islands shown in ~a!. ~c! The reccurrence of the
invariant islands due to the orbit shown in Fig. 9~c! in different
parts of the Poincare´ section for d521.013 in EHB.
FIG. 11. Enlarged parts of the Poincare´ sections for ~a! d
520.8, ~b! d521.013, and ~c! d521.2, illustrating the ‘‘blinking
island’’ phenomenon with the reversal of the orientation of the tri-
angular region with the variation of d .01621ergy spectra are based on the method of Ridell @56# for solv-





with Dirichlet boundary conditions, according to which the
wave function is expanded in the basis of spherical Bessel
functions of the first kind Jn(kr) with even n . The calcula-
tion performed for a number of values of d in the interval
1.1,d,100 000 gives for each calculated shape an energy
sequence containing between 900 and 1500 levels. The spec-
tra obtained in this way are analyzed statistically. The calcu-
lated level spacing sequences are then unfolded by using the
method of French and Wong @57#. The resulting histograms
are fitted to the Brody, Berry-Robnik, and Berry-Robnik-
Brody statistical distributions. The Brody @58# is an empiri-
cal distribution characterized by the parameter vB , which is,
although lacking the fundamental explanation, widely used
as a numerical value to be compared with the classical qclass .
The Berry-Robnik distribution @59# depends on a single pa-
rameter qBR , ~identical to the parameter r2 in @59#! and is
FIG. 12. The Poincare´ section for d51.72 871. The hyperbolic
and elliptical points correspond to periodic orbits shown in Fig. 13.
FIG. 13. ~a! The tilted two-bounce orbit giving rise to hyper-
bolic points visible in Fig. 12. ~b! The N-shaped orbit of period 6
and ~c! a higher resonance of this orbit, corresponding to the ellip-
tical islands and their resonant belts, respectively, visible in Fig. 12,
for d51.72 871.4-5
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classical limit is reached, more appropriate is the Berry-
Robnik-Brody distribution. It depends on two parameters, q
and v , and was explicitly derived in @60#. Prosen and Rob-
nik, who first introduced this type of the statistics in the form
of the cummulative distribution @61#, conclude that the pa-
rameter v reflects the degree of localization of the wave
function, whereas q is assumed to be the quantum analogue
of the chaotic fraction qclass in the classical phase plane.
More details and definitions concerning the methods of
spectrum calculations and statistical analysis can be found in
@52,60#. Here we present the results of calculations for the
spectra of EHB billiards. In Fig. 15~a! the values of vB for
Brody distribution, qBR for Berry-Robnik distribution, and q
for Berry-Robnik-Brody distribution are shown in depen-
dence on d . The results obtained differ in absolute values,
but exhibit identical fluctuations with the variation of the
shape parameter d . Results of the three statistics all show the
same global behavior, having largest values around d51.7,
fluctuating for intermediate shapes d<10, and slowly de-
FIG. 14. Enlarged parts of the Poincare´ sections for ~a! d
51.71, ~b! d51.72 871, and ~c! d51.75, illustrating the ‘‘blinking
island’’ phenomenon.
FIG. 15. Results of fitting the computed level spacings of the
quantal billiard to theoretical distributions, giving the values of vB
obtained with the Brody statistical distribution ~full thin line!, qBR
obtained with the Berry-Robnik statistical distribution ~dotted thick
line!, and q obtained with the Berry-Robnik-Brody statistical distri-
bution ~full thick line!, in comparison with the classical chaotic
measure qclass ~dotted thin line!, in dependence on the shape param-
eter d: ~a! for EHB; ~b! for GPB.01621creasing afterwards. In the interval 1,d<5, the qclass com-
pare well with the Brody and Berry-Robnik results. For d
.5 classical results are closer to the Berry-Robnik-Brody
values of q.
In an overall comparison between the classical and quan-
tal fluctuations, there are no serious discrepancies, except
near the value d58, where the classical result exhibited a
local maximum due to the bifurcation and singular points in
the Poincare´ diagram. This occurs probably because our
quantal calculation is not able to follow all the localization
effects for cases where the classical behavior is singular. It
would be desirable to obtain a greater precision in the quan-
tal calculations, and our investigations are now being ex-
tended in this direction.
V. COMPARISON OF THE ELLIPSE HYPERBOLA
BILLIARD EHB WITH THE GENERALIZED POWER-
LAW LEMON-SHAPED BILLIARD GPB
In Ref. @52#, we have introduced the billiard family
y56~12uxud! ~6!
as the generalization of Eq. ~2!. This billiard we call the
generalized power-law lemon-shaped billiard ~GPB!. The
two families ~1! and ~6! have in common the lemonlike
shape of the billiard, inscribed into the square of side 2. The
lemon angle is in both families determined by the shape
parameter d as in Eq. ~3!. Both billiards have the same
square limit when d51, and the parabolic arc shape for d
52. They differ in the limit d5‘ , where GPB is a square
and EHB is the circle. The difference of shapes is visible in
Fig. 1. As d approaches ‘ , the EHB billiards are more simi-
lar to the circle, while the GPB billiards resemble to a bil-
liard of the stadium type, owing to two nearly straight
parallell-situated boundary segments. Dynamically, these
differences are reflected in the existence of the eight most
elemental low-period orbits, those determined by a single
bouncing point. While in EHB only four of them ~the tilted
two-bounce, triangular, rectangular and hexagonal! exist, in
GPB also the remaining four ~‘‘bird,’’ ‘‘bow-tie,’’ ‘‘hour
glass,’’ and ‘‘candy-shaped’’ orbit! contribute significantly
@53,54#.
Another comparison may be of interest, concerned with
the description of the billiard boundary in the polar coordi-
nates w and r. The equation for the EHB reads






which may be readily used with the numerical algorithms
based on the polar coordinates @62#. The equation for GPB is
rducos wud1rusin wu2150 ~9!4-6
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designed for polar coordinates cannot be directly applied.
In Fig. 15~b! we show for GPB the results for qclass and
the corresponding values of vB , qBR , and q, obtained by
fitting the calculated spectral level densities to the Brody,
Berry-Robnik, and Berry-Robnik-Brody level spacing distri-
butions, respectively. This figure should be compared with
the corresponding Fig. 15~a! for EHB. For direct comparison
of qclass in two types of billiards, in Fig. 5 we have also
plotted the values qclass obtained for GPB.
VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In sumarizing the results presented in the previous sec-
tions, we stress the following conclusions. The billiard fam-
ily ~EHB! examined in our paper offers a new possibility of
transition from the square billiard to the circular billiard.
Examining the classical parameters describing the chaotic
fraction in dependence on the shape parameter, one discovers
the ‘‘breathing chaos’’ phenomenon, with local maxima in
the classical value of the characteristic parameter qclass at
some shapes. Those are connected with the singular regions
and hyperbolic points occuring in the Poincare´ diagrams,
corresponding to selected orbits. They are hyperbolic and
generaly unstable, but can be practically considered stable if
the transport is extremely slow. The examination of the cri-
teria of stability was performed for selected cases, and con-
firms this conclusion. Such points exhibit the special prop-
erty called the ‘‘blinking island’’ phenomenon, observed
previously in some nonbilliard Hamiltonian systems.
The quantum billiards with the same boundary have been
investigated, resulting in the quantum analogues of the value
of chaotic fraction qclass for EHB, obtained by fitting the
calculated spectral fluctuations to the Brody, Berry-Robnik,
and Berry-Robnik-Brody level spacing distributions. All
three distributions exhibit the same type of fluctuations, al-
though, as has been previously known, the absolute values
cannot be expected to be the same.01621Finally, we compared the results for the EHB billiards
with those for the GPB billiards considered in Ref. @52#.
They have in common the lemonlike shape and are both
inscribed into the square of side 2. The shape parameter in
both is connected with the billiard angle in the same way. In
EHB, a smaller number of orbit types contributes signifi-
cantly to large regular regions, especially for d.2 where the
boundaries are elliptical. In GPB more orbits appear, but
they are less stable and contribute to the chaotic fraction in
the phase plane. For d.2, this results in qclass values con-
spicuously larger in GPB then in EHB, thus, generally, GPB
billiards are more chaotic than EHB billiards with the ellip-
tical boundary arcs. For hyperbolic arcs 1,d,2, the qclass
values oscillate, and the comparison depends strongly on the
details of the shape. The overall agreement between classical
and quantal qclass values is satisfactory, but for more precise
comparison the improved computations of the energy spectra
would be beneficial.
It was not possible to establish a direct connection be-
tween the billiard angle and the appearance of bifurcations
and singularities in the Poincare´ diagrams. It is however
worth mentioning that in the EHB billiards a significant sin-
gularity appears for the shape parameter d51.72 871, which
closely, but not precisely, corresponds to the billiard angle
A52p/3.
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APPENDIX
The deviation matrix for a periodic orbit is given by ex-
pression ~4!, where mi ,k is the matrix with unit determinant
























r i ,k is the length of the orbit segment between the bouncing
points Pi and Pk , and a i is the angle which the departingorbit closes with the tangent on the billiard boundary at the
bouncing point Pi ~Fig. 4!.
For the two-bounce orbits the deviation matrix is
M25~m0,1!2. ~A3!
Both bouncing angles are a5p/2. The lenght of the seg-
ments is r52 for the vertical, and r5A2(2d21)/d for the
tilted two-bounce orbit. The curvature radius is R5~d4-7
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21)#1/2/@4(d21)2# for the tilted orbit.
The deviation matrix for the rectangular orbit is
M4,rect5~m2,1m1,0!2. ~A4!
All four bouncing angles are a5p/4. The curvature radius
for all bouncing points is R5Ad/(d21), and the lenghts of
the horizontal and vertical segments, respectively, are rh
5A2(d21)/d and rv5@A2d(d21)22#/(d22). The de-
viation matrix for the trapezoidal orbit for d52 is01621M4,trap5m0,3m3,2m2,1m1,0 . ~A5!
This orbit is characterized by coordinates x0 and 21/x0, with
0.25<ux0u<1. The sinuses of the bouncing angles are
sin(a0)5sin(a3)51/(114x02) and sin(a1)5sin(a2)52x0 /(1
14x0
2). The curvature radiuses are R05R35(124x02)3/2/2
and R15R25(124x02)3/2/(16x03). The orbit segments are
r0,15r2,35@(1/4x02)1x0#2, r1,252(12x02), and r3,052
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